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increased retention of cells in G2-M after irradiation (12â€”14),@and
colony survival rates (7, 9).

Five A-T complementation groups have been described (A, C, D,
E, andVi), basedon correctionof RDS by fusionof fibroblasts
from some unrelated patients (15). Thus, by definition, patients
from all A-T complementation groups are radiosensitive, as mea
sured by RDS. Groups A, C, D, and E are clinically indistinguish
able. Group Vi, on the other hand, originally included only pa
tients with NBS (16), a syndrome of radiosensitivity, mental
retardation, microcephaly, immunodeficiency, cancer susceptibil
ity, and somatic chromosomal translocations involving the same

gene complexes [sites of V(D)J recombination] as A-T; however,
NBS included neither ataxia nor telangiectasia.

More recently, twins with both NBS and A-T were described (17)
and were assigned to complementation group Vi (15, 18); these were
called ATFresno. A second variant of the A-T complementation
groups, V2, includes most of the same symptoms as Vi with the
addition of anal stenosis/atresia (19). Fibroblasts from such patients
fail to complement one another but complement Vi and all other A-T
complementation groups, hence the â€œV2â€•designation. Thus far, V2
does not include any patients with A-T. For this study, the radiosen
sitivity of LCLS from representative patients of each A-T comple
mentation group was tested by a modified CSA and was compared
with CSA results for patients with other related syndromes.

Materials and Methods

Lymphocytes were separated from 5 ml of heparinized blood by Ficoll
Hypaque density gradient centrifugation. The lymphocytes were transformed
with EBV in about 2-4 weeks (20). The immortalized LCLS were grown in
RPM! 1640 with 10% fetal calf serum at approximately 10@cells/rn]. Cells
were centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 10 mm. The supernatant was filtered through
a 0.4 @mfilter and set aside to be used as conditioned medium. The cells were
resuspended in a 1:1 mixture of fresh and conditioned medium at concentra
tions of 2â€”14X 102/ml,depending on the expected plating efficiency of the
cell line. Usually, two concentrations were used for each sample using 0.1 rnl
of the cell suspension per well into two flat-bottomed 96-well plates for each
concentration. One plate was irradiated at 1 Gy, and the other was kept as a
control. The plates were incubated at 37Â°C in 5% CO2 for 10â€”12 days,

depending on the growth rate of the cell colonies. Viable cell colonies were
identified by MTF (Sigma Chemical Co.; 1 mg/rnl of MTF in PBS; Ref. 21).
M'TTsolution(0.1ml)wasaddedto eachwell.After2â€”4h incubation,each
well was checked under the microscope; viable cells were dark blue. The
presence of colonies larger than 32 cells were counted as a positive well. The
CFEwas calculatedas:

CFE=-@
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accumulation after ionizing radiation in ataxia-telangiectasia and normal cells, submitted
for publication.

Abstract

We used a modified colony survival assay to measure the sensitivity
to ionizing radiation of more than 50 lymphoblastoid cell lines from
normal individuals and from patients with ataxia-telangiectasia,
Nijmegen breakage syndrome variants, and X-linked agammaglobu
linemia. All of these disorders are associated with an increased fre
quency of cancer. Lymphoblastoid cell lines from patients with ataxia
telangiectasia complementation groups A, C, D, and E; ATFmflO;
NtJmegen breakage syndrome variants Vi and V2; and X-linked agam
maglobulinemia showed marked radiosensitivity, whereas ataxia-tel
angiectasia heterozygotes were similar to controls. Friedreich's ataxia
is not associated with increased cancer risk; lymphoblastoid cell lines
from two such patients showed normal radiosensitivity. Taken to
gether, these results suggest that some forms of X-ray sensitivity and
cancer susceptibility share a common mechanism, such as an enzyme
that is necessary both for the repair of radiation damage to DNA and
for gene rearrangements during V(D)J recombination.

Introduction

A recent report by Taccioli et a!. (1) demonstrates in double-strand
break repair mutants that both V(D)J recombination and radiosensi
tivity can be corrected by a common chromosomal segment. This
prompted us to compare the radiosensitivity of LCLS3 from patients
with A-T to that of other related syndromes, such as NBS variants,
XLA, and Friedreich's ataxia.

A-T is an autosomal recessive disorder with multiple clinical and
laboratory abnormalities (2, 3). The main features are: (a) a progres
sive cerebellar ataxia; (b) ocular apraxia; (c) bulbar telangiectasia; (d)
elevated serum AFP; (e) somatic chromosomal translocations involv
ing the six known sites of V(D)J recombination (4, 5); (f) immuno
logical deficiencies, such as decreased serum IgA, IgG2, and IgE; and
(g) high cancer risk (6). A distinctive characteristicof cells from
patients with A-T is their hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation (7â€”9).
This can be measured by a variety of assays, including RDS (10, 11),
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Table 3 LCL colony survival assayâ€”A-TheterozygotesPositive

wellsName

Cells/well Wells Control RadiatedSF(%)1IAT7-01

50 96 167422IAT7-02
100 96 82595031AT15-02
80 96 2521824IAT17-O1
80 96 89674651AT20-Ol

100 96 8262546AAT12-24
30 96 9175517AAT12-27
50 96 8254438AAT12-36
80 96 91578040

96 5036649DSC
80 96 5824311OFMA
50 96 67272811FBA
80 96 56283912cSC
60 96 91613413FCO
120 96 33123260

96 1653014ACO
100 96 50193050

96 24 934

Table 1 LCLcolonysurvival assayâ€”normalPositive

wellsNameCells/wellWellsControl

RadiatedSF(%)1AT12-6609677

45392AT12-151009669
49563AT12-22100

11096 9659
24

44 1930364
AT 12-29100965019305AT12-311009680

56506AT12-32120

14096 9652
32

52 4352767AT12-35809675
50488AT12-37809652
24379AT12-381209686

69561OAT12-48409693
623011RGA100

5048 4822
13

13 7525012FNA120

6096 9688
54

52 20333013FAL140

7096 9684
72

45 31676214NAT-0980

4096 9660
25

33 1431 37

RADIOSENSITIVITYOF A-T AND RELATED SYNDROMES

Table2 LCLcolonysurvivalassayâ€”A-ThomozygoteswhereF is the fractionof negativewells and Wis the numberof cells seeded
per well. The SF afterirradiationwas obtainedby dividingCFE@(the CFEof
irradiated plate) by CFE@(the CFE of the control plate):

CFE
SF =@ x 100

LCLs from Groups D and E A-T patients were provided by M. Lavin
(Queensland Institute of Medical Research, Brisbane, Australia). LCLS
DHG and JOSH7 from patients with XLA were provided by 0. Witte
(UCLA Schcol of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA) and S-M. Fu (University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, VA), respectively. NAT-09, from a normal mdi
vidual, was provided by D. McCurdy (Children's Hospital of Orange
County, Orange,CA). Patientswith Vi (ThY), ATFmflO(AT33LA), andV2
(DST) were referred to our center for diagnostic evaluation. Friedreich
ataxia patients were selected at random from the Ataxia Clinic, Department

of Neurology, UCLA Hospital.

Results

We tested the radiosensitivity of LCLs derived from 14 normal
individuals (10 of whom had been genotyped in family studies and
shown not to be A-T heterozygotes), 23 A-T homozygotes, and 14
heterozygotes (8 of whom had been genotyped). For normal individ

uals, the mean survival fraction (SF + 1 SD), i.e., the fraction of cells
surviving 1 Gy irradiation, was 42.7 Â±11.7% (Table 1). Cells from
A-T homozygotes were much more sensitive to postirradiationsur
vival with a mean SF of 12.5 Â±4.8% (P < 0.01; Table 2); there was
no overlap between the results of these two groups (Fig. 1). All
complementation groups tested (i.e., A, C, D, E, Vi, and V2) showed
radiosensitivity within this range. A-T patients with normal serum
AFP levels showed the same degree of radiosensitivity as other A-T
patients (included in Table 3). The mean SF for A-T heterozygotes

was 38.5 Â±18.5% (Table 3), being indistinguishable from normal
(Fig. 1). Some LCLs were tested multiple times and at different
concentrations.

The plating efficiencies can be calculated from the data in Tables
1â€”3.In general, these did not differ between the normal group and the
A-T homozygotes or heterozygotes. However, plating efficiency did
vary considerably for individual LCLs in each group and within test
batches. We are still trying to define experimental conditions that
would minimize this variability.

LCLs from several other patients with progressive ataxias had
normal radiosensitivity by CSA (Fig. 1). These included: (a) a con
sanguineous patient with a progressive late-onset (14 years) ataxia and

Name
[complementation

group@Cells/wellWellsPositive ControlwellsRadiatedSF(%)1AT1LA

[A]200
10048 4839 159 212112GM00718[A]80965110153AT8LA

[A]1509643594AT3LA
[CJ80969334135AT4LA
[C]6096821386

AT13LA[C]30969041207
AT3 ABR [D]40

2096 9692 7639 2516198
AT1 ABR [E]8096751189
AT2 ABR[E]14096438151OzSY

[Vii200
10096 9681 5018 6111311

AT33LA [VP]140
8096 9659 9113 42161812

DST [V2]75
3896 9677 4817 13122113AT11LA80

6096 9695 6915 24214AT16LA809671181515AT38LA100

5096 9686 7638 26162016AT41LA100

5048 4823 84 1131217AT44LA80

4096 9694 8930 26101218AT45LA80

4096 9675 7611 2682019AT46LA80

4096 9652 2213 21982OAT47LA100

5096 9649 346 591221AT48LA140

7096 9661 206 26922AT5OLA200

10096 9625 133 1107231AT24-O180965034

elevated AFP; (b) a consanguineous patient with progressive early
onset (6 years) ataxia, normal AFP, and no linkage to chromosome
11q22.3; and (c) a patient with a progressive early-onset ataxia as well
as marked hypotonia and motor retardation, who had previously been
noted to have normal radioresistant DNA synthesis (AT1 1RM in Ref.
11) and whose disease inheritance did not link to chromosome
11q22.3. The latter patient was found to be normal in the CSA assay
on four occasions. LCLS from two patients with Friedreich's ataxia
showed normal radiosensitivity (Fig. 1).

Repeated testing of LCLS from two patients with XLA showed
radiosensitivity in the same range as A-T patients: for DHG, 19, 19,
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RADIOSENS@VITY OF A-T AND RELATED SYNDROMES

A-T has long been considered the prototype disorder for radiosen
sitivity in combination with immunodeficiency and cancer suscepti
bility. Characteristic somatic chromosomal translocations in lympho
cytes involve almost exclusively the sites of V(D)J recombination (4).
The report by Taccioli et a!. (1) provided further evidence for such a
relationship by demonstrating that genes on human chromosomes 2
and 5 could correct both the radiosensitivity phenotype and the V(D)J
recombination activity in the rodent DNA repair mutants xrs-6 and
XR-1, respectively. In SCID mice, both myeloid cells and fibroblasts
show marked radiosensitivity. Biedermann et aL (31) and Hendrick
son et a!. (32) showed that this hypersensitivity results from a defect
in rejoining of radiation-induced DNA double-strand breaks. Thus, it
would appear that the site-specific V(D)J DNA recombination mech
anism shares a common element, such as an enzyme, with the repair
of randomly induced double-strand breaks. On the other hand, the
radiophenotype of SCID mice fibroblasts differs from that of A-T
cells, and SCID-mice cells complement the RDS of fibroblasts from
both A-T Group D and NBS patients (33), implying that different
genes are involved in SCID and A-TINBS.

In pilot experiments, we established that using 1 Gy of irradiation
could clearly distinguish A-T from normal individuals, thus avoiding
the time-consuming use of multiple dosages of irradiation. This mod
ification also allows comparison of the survival fraction at the same
concentration of cells and avoids the cell density effects. Using MU
instead of trypan blue as a vital stain makes the judgment of positive
or negative wells much clearer and contributes to the simplicity and
accuracy of the assay (21).

By using EBV-transformed LCLS, the CSA assay is well suited for
the assessment of radiosensitivity on peripheral blood specimens.
Compared with primary culture fibroblasts or 5V40-transformed fi
broblast lines, EBV-transformed LCLS are easier to establish, and
painful skin biopsies are not necessary. Radiosensitivity results are
available in about 1 month after blood drawing. We have successfully
transformed blood samples received after 5 days of transportation
without refrigeration.

Pandita and Hittelman (34), studying the radiation effects on three
LCLS from A-T patients during different times in the cell cycle,
described a microtiter well assay similar to our CSA assay. Our
survival data for LCLS from A-T homozygotes and normal individuals
do not differ significantly from theirs.

These studies suggest once again that radiosensitivity assays
provide an important tool in confirming the diagnosis of A-T.
Similar to results from RDS studies reported over 10 years ago by
various laboratories (10, 35), if the CSA is normal, a patient should
probably not be diagnosed as typical A-T. As mentioned above, we
have studied two families with children who have progressive
ataxias and are not radiosensitive (by two assays), and the disease
inheritance does not link to chromosome 11q22â€”23. It is unlikely
that such patients will show mutations of the A-T gene(s) on
chromosome 11q22.3.

In a similar vein, although both DST and ZSY showed radiosensi
tivity in the range of A-T homozygotes, they may not represent A-T
gene mutations. Patient ZSY appears to have NBS, with characteristic
microcephaly, normal AFP, and chromosomal translocations, but
without ataxia or telangiectasia. Patient DST is 1-year-old, with
microcephaly, imperforate anus, normal AFP, and translocations in

volving chromosomes 7 and 14, but without ataxia or telangiectasia;
he resembles a German patient described by Wegner et a!. (19) with
A-T variant 2 (V2).

Preliminary results from genetic linkage studies suggest that
ATFresno may link to the 11q223 region (e.g., Family AATV2O in Refs.
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Fig. 1. Colony survival assay. Postradiation survival fractions (%) for lymphoblastoid
cells from normal individuals and patients with ataxia-telangiectasia, X-linked agamma
globulinemia, and related syndromes. In addition, A-T heterozygotes and patients with
Friedreich's ataxia (FRDA) were tested. Sidebars, ranges of all individual values observed
within that group. Numbers in brackets, number of individuals tested. @,A-TFr,,,,,O;
**, other ataxias (see text).

20, and 12%; and for JOSH7, 11 and 12%. Studies are under way to
test additional LCLS from XLA patients and to further characterize
their radiosensitivity phenotype.

Discussion

CSA measures the lethal effects of radiation, a parameter that
appears to be relatively independent of p53, RDS, or the G1-S or
G2-M checkpoint mechanisms. The lack of an elevation in p53 cx
pression following the irradiation of LCLS from A-T homozygotes as
compared to normal cells has been interpreted as evidence that the
A-T gene product functions upstream from p53 in a pathway that
impacts upon the G1-S cell cycle checkpoint (22â€”24).However, this
observation alone does not explain the radiosensitivity of A-T cells,
especially as measured by CSA. For example, HeLa cells lack the
p53-dependent G1-S damage-induced checkpoint and are not radiation
sensitive (25). The G2-M checkpoint may also be defective in A-T
cells (12â€”14);however, this probably does not affect survival because,
in liquid holding experiments, prolonging the cell cycle of A-T cells
does not alter their radiosensitivity (26, 27).

The observation that cells from two XLA patients showed a
similar degree of radiosensitivity as A-T cells was surprising in the
absence of any prior reports of clinical hypersensitivity or of other
in vitro assays of radiosensitivity in such patients. On the other
hand, clinical radiosensitivity is thought to reflect primarily high
dose-rate irradiation. When the effects of high LET irradiation and
low LET irradiation were compared on A-T and normal cells, A-T
cells were more sensitive, and a higher frequency of double-strand
breaks was noted (28, 29). Further characterization of the radio
sensitivity of XLA cells may show that they are not as sensitive to
high LET irradiation as A-T cells.

The genetic defect in XLA has recently been defined as a defi

ciency of B-cell progenitor kinase (30). This gene, now called Bru
ton's tyrosine kinase, is a member of the src family of cytoplasmic
tyrosine kinases and probably plays a role in the assembly and/or
movement of complete 1gM molecules to the surface of maturing
B-lymphocytes.5 Our data suggest an additional role for Bruton's
tyrosine kinase in the repair of radiation damage.

5 D. Nelson, personal communication.
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36 and37), whereasNBS withoutA-T maynot.6If true,thiswould
challenge the idea that NBS and ATF@O share a common genetic defect
(17). The lack of complementation between NBS X ATFreaflo (17)
may reflect the influence of more than one gene, as suggested by
the complementation studies of Meyn et a!. (38, 39) in which
several genes were recovered that were not on chromosome 11 but
could partially correct the radiosensitivity phenotype of A-T Group
D fibroblasts. Other linkage studies, done recently in collaboration
with Wegner and colleagues,7 clearly exclude Group V2 from the
chromosome 11q22.3 region, providing additional evidence that
CSA measures the effects of other genes besides the A-T gene(s)
on chromosome 11. Whether these will be some of the same genes
that are defective in the few ataxia families that do not link to
chromosome 11 can be determined once the A-T genes have been
isolated.
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